Appendix IV: Significance of factors which might influence the acetabular index at 18 months a These data have had all negative migration percentages changed to zero to match other published data. The data in the main article includes the negative migrations. Column 7 shows the percentage of hips recorded with a negative migration at each age. b The data represent the nearest that can be collected for 'natural history'. At 48 and 60 months the data are increasingly affected by the exclusion of hips following hip-related surgery; so a large proportion of the most migrated hips are omitted from the calculations. c Independent (two-tailed) t-test, M:F.
Appendix VI: Acetabular indices at each X-ray study age (by side and sex) a The data represent the nearest that can be collected for 'natural history'. At 48 and 60 months the data are increasingly affected by the exclusion of hips following hip-related surgery; so a large proportion of the most dysplastic hips are omitted from the calculations. b Independent (two-tailed) t-test, M:F. c The right acetabular index for this child was 0˚.
